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Social Committee Meeting – 21.10.2020 

Attendance: SS (Social Chair), SWC (President), MP (VP), EW, EP, AG, SB, 

NG, NE, HR, LH, CA, SU, IE, MO, EG 

Apologies: DM 

Absent: LJ 

Location: A Zoom Call 

After everyone gets to know each other over some fun facts, we get going 

SS We’re not having a Michaelmas ball this year, but college has asked us to put on some 

events for people who are self isolating, and maybe increase bar attendance. Does anyone 

have ideas? It’ll likely be quite low budget, Freshers’ Week style, like a quiz or a cocktail 

evening. 

NG Always wanted to do themed nights at the bars, like a Latin night with Reggaeton, or 

a quiz. Sports events have been doing well. We don’t need to ticket them, as we already have 

the booking app. 

SS As we can’t use JCR funds randomly, we likely would have to raise money through 

ticket sales. How would people feel about paying, say £3? 

SU I think our household would be keen, from a Freshers’ perspective it makes sense. 

NG I think we could do a welcome drink, but if there isn’t anything external the events 

will struggle. Marquees are important to help these succeed. 

SS I was thinking something every other week, would people be keen? To what extent 

would Social Committee be allowed in the Bars to organise these events (due to COVID 

restrictions)? 

SWC Social Committee should be able to help in the bar during the events, not sure about 

using the bar to make decorations. I’ll ask college. They are being quite cautious. Live Music 

restrictions still apply – no dancing or singing allowed. It’s partially up to JO (Bar Steward) 

as to whether or not we can use bar to prepare decorations in the bar. 

NG We could bring accoustic night back. 

SS We could do an open mic, sanatising inbetween performances. 

HR Cuth’s Live would do well, last year it was very popular. 

SS Any thoughts on a dressing up night? Perhaps a prize for the best dressed? 

*Generally approved* 

SS Any other ideas for small themed events? 

SB Perhaps we could do a Halloween event? 
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NG Due to a big day of Rugby games, we won’t be able to use the Bailey Bar for an event 

on Halloween. 

CA Could we move it to before Halloween, or across a couple of days? 

HR Could we not use Brooks for Halloween? 

EP We could do a Halloween themed drink? Orange or Dark Purple would be fun. 

MO We could do a chill film showing? 

SS Brooks has a capacity of 48, so it could work. We should do it on Friday the 30th. 

SB I think people would want to dress up – it’s the first big thing to look forward to, 

especially if Livers Out can come. 

LH Livers Out are keen to go back the bars for a big night due to nostalgia. 

CA No one has anything else to dress up for, but the same event across multiple days will 

reduce novelty, we’d have to vary it. 

SS So Thursday Film Screen, Friday Dress up, include the novelty drink in both? 

EG Pumpkin Carving could potentially be good, outside too. 

NG Pumpkin farms are all booked up, so there is a gap in the market. 

SS *Mocks NG for use of captialist economic terms* 

 

Pumpkin Night 

SB, CA, & NG Volunteer to organise the pumpkin event. Pumpkins and small Pumpkin 

cutters need to be sourced. 

SS I’d like to have it as a night event, is drinking an issue due to health and safety? 

NG We could have Pumpkin from 6-7 so that people aren’t too drunk. 

SB We could have drawing on them, which would reduce risk. 

CA I’m concerned that people won’t stay at the bar. 

EG We could join it to the Movie night 

SS Good idea, keep it chill and sober 

LH We could then use the pumpkins as decorations 

CA But Pumpkin Carving and Films might attract a different audience 

SS We could do a combined ticket that is cheaper, then tickets for one or the other. NG, 

SB, and CA can you commit to organising this on the 29th? 

NG I have a bar shift so perhaps not. 

CA Ok, still look into costing. 
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Film Night 

MO & SU volunteer to organise (MO lives with MF (Facilities) so can liaise with him to 

organise a projector for the 29th). Decorations, ideas, and popcorn need to be sorted. 

 

Dress Up Night 

IE, EP, and LH volunteer to organise decorations and games for the dress up night. 

CA We should make use of the board games in Brooks Bar – either for this or for a future 

event. 

SB Could we do something in the courtyard of parsons field? 

SS I fear bad weather, but perhaps for a daytime activity.  

CA If we include themed drink in the Pumpkin price we can incentivise people to stay 

NG This could really increase the ticket price 

SS Practically I don’t think it works. 

 

SS May need to have people coming in in the week. Please everyone never feel bad for 

not being able to come in due to COVID. Please can I have prices by Friday. Remember to 

keep a record of receipts to reclaim on our Website. Don’t buy anything just yet until I’ve 

sorted the budget. 

 AG, EG, and NE – I’ll contact you if there is something extra to do later on in the 

week. 

We’ll have another meeting after these events, where we’ll discuss a Michaelmas Ball 

replacement. Obviously, this isn’t how our Committee usually works, but I hope it all makes 

sense, and keep suggestions coming in.  

  

*Meeting Adjourned* 

  

 


